MEMORIAL SCHOOL - Guidance Department
Challenge Courses 2018-2019

► **Challenge Art:** *(Full Year)* Students will be encouraged to work cooperatively and individually to visually problem solve and think creatively. They will be expected to enhance and develop their thinking process and take risks in order to engage their creative expression. Some of the projects may include oil/acrylic painting, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics, plaster, glass/tile mosaics, and calligraphy. Come ready to have fun and open doors to new possibilities for your thinking and artistic expression. A *challenge course application is required. Students must supply a sample of their work with the challenge course application.*

► **Challenge Jazz Band:** *(Full Year: A-day)* Jazz Band provides an opportunity for exceptional musicians to study and perform music from all styles of the jazz idiom. Students who play saxophone, trumpet, trombone, or rhythm section instruments (piano, bass, drums, and guitar) are eligible to audition. Students will learn appropriate performance techniques, and gain an understanding of chord structure and progression as it relates to improvisation. **Students who make Jazz Band will be required to take Band unless taking another Challenge course. A challenge course application and audition are required.**

► **Challenge Memorial Singers:** *(Full Year: B-day)* This is a gifted and talented choral group with approximately 60 members. In order to join, a student must be able to sing independent harmony. No after school rehearsals. **Students who make Memorial Singers will be required to take Chorus unless taking another Challenge course. A challenge course application and audition is required.**

► **Challenge TV Technology:** *(1/2 Year)* Work with others to produce a daily news show incorporating announcements, sports news, and feature segments. Learn most aspects of hands on TV production, both in front of and behind the cameras. Write scripts, incorporate creativity, and develop leadership responsibilities and improve verbal and non-verbal communication skills. **A challenge course application and audition are required.**

► **Challenge Science Olympiad:** *(full year)* Do you like science, problem solving, and the thrill of competition? If so, then Science Olympiad is for you! Here you will prepare for a STEM based and academic competition in a variety of areas and aspects of science. Events could include knowledge of specific topics such as anatomy, meteorology or the solar system, hands-on activities such as crime busters, experimental design, and write it-do it and construction based events such as tower building, roller coaster and battery buggy. This is an academic based course and students will be expected to participate in the regional tournament in January with hopes of advancing to a statewide tournament in March; students will be required to bring materials from home and spend time after school preparing for their events. Be prepared to apply science knowledge, work on problem solving skills and grow as a scientist. **A challenge course application and completion of a design challenge/audition are required.** For more information on Science Olympiad, please visit the following: New Jersey Science Olympiad – [www.njscienceolympiad.org](http://www.njscienceolympiad.org) or National Science Olympiad – [www.soinc.org](http://www.soinc.org)
**Challenge Citizen Science Education Program (CSEP):** CSEP is a one of a kind program with a real world mission that extends beyond the classroom and school environment. It emphasizes the mastery of 21st century workforce skills, while learning science and engaging in STEM activities. CSEP students have received local, state, and national recognition for their work with scientists and the community. 2018-2019 will be the sixth year CSEP is offered as a challenge course at Memorial. Some of what you can expect if you join CSEP is listed below.

- Perform actual science protocols for scientists as part of the GLOBE program. ([www.globe.gov](http://www.globe.gov)).
- Link up with professionals in the science fields, either face to face or online.
- Work closely with NASA and other national organizations/federal agencies.
- Collaborate in scientific research with schools across the globe.
- Organize and present at the Annual Medford Science Summit, which will celebrate its 5th Anniversary in June 2019.
- Create promotional material for the program, and maintain a website that reaches an international audience.
- Participate in both online and in-person science competitions, regionally, nationally, and internationally. CSEPers in Spring/Summer 2018 traveled to Buffalo, NY and Killarney, Ireland.
- In select years, travel to Washington, DC to speak with and present to scientists working within government agencies.
- Utilize the school weather station and learn how to interpret automated weather data.
- Become a more confident junior scientist and a stronger public speaker.
- Engage in opportunities as a middle school student that normally don’t present themselves until college or graduate school.
- Enhance your academic experiences and resume.
- Join additional projects and programs, as they become available/as they are offered in SY 2018-2019.

Students accepted into the CSEP Challenge Course will accomplish much of the research and planning for the program during the school day. However, there will be occasion to stay after school, and in certain situations, students must be available during the evening and weekends. Don’t miss out on this amazing opportunity to experience a real time, real-world science based program! **A challenge course application is required. Applicants will not be judged solely on grades, but rather on motivation, and desire to be a part of such a great program!**

**Challenge Spanish:** Challenge Spanish is a two year course offered every other day during the enrichment period. The course is broken into two sections and upon successful completion of the requirements for both years students are eligible to advance to Spanish II in their 9th grade year. Challenge Spanish I (7) will be a prerequisite for taking Challenge Spanish I (8). **A challenge course application for 7th grade only is required.**

**Challenge Spanish I (7) - Year 1 of 2 Year Program:** (Full Year) This course is offered to incoming 7th grade students. Students must make a two year commitment in order to complete the program. Students who choose to participate in this program will use the same text and curriculum as Shawnee High School. This course is conducted like an honors course and will require students to complete homework, projects and tests. Students are expected to be able to push themselves independently. Students who earn a “B” or better will have the opportunity to move on to Spanish II in 9th grade.